UNDER COVER PADDING INSTRUCTIONS

1. Install LOOP-LOC Cover according to installation instructions.

2. Lay the undercover padding on top of the cover, at the covers edge.

3. With a marker or crayon, mark location of each strap on the padding.

4. **IMPORTANT**: Remove the padding completely off the cover before proceeding to step # 5.

5. Using a utility knife cut 2 1/2" wide slots, 3/4" down from the top of the padding hem, at the strap locations mark in step 2. (see illustration #1)

6. The padding section is now ready to be installed under the cover. Detach springs from the anchors and slide the padding section under the cover, hem side up.

7. Thread the spring and the strap through the slotted padding, and re-attach to the anchors. (see illustration #2)

HELPFUL HINT:

** Working in sections, detach spring from anchors and install padding. Re-attach springs and repeat procedure for each additional area requiring padding. 

Illustration # 1

Illustration # 2